Precision of radiostereometric analysis (RSA) of acetabular cup stability and polyethylene wear improved by adding tantalum beads to the liner
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Background and purpose — In traditional radiostereometric analysis (RSA), 1 segment defines both the acetabular shell and the polyethylene liner. However, inserting beads into the polyethylene liner permits employment of the shell and liner as 2 separate segments, enabling distinct analysis of the precision of 3 measurement methods in determining femoral head penetration and shell migration.

Patients and methods — The UmRSA program was used to analyze the double examinations of 51 hips to determine if there was a difference in using the shell-only segment, the liner-only segment, or the shell + liner segment to measure wear and acetabular cup stability. The standard deviation multiplied by the critical value (from a t distribution) established the precision of each method.

Results — Due to the imprecision of the automated edge detection, the shell-only method was least desirable. The shell + liner and liner-only methods had a precision of 0.115 mm and 0.086 mm, respectively, when measuring head penetration. For shell migration, the shell + liner had a precision of 0.108 mm, which was better than the precision of the shell-only method. In both the penetration and migration analyses, the shell + liner condition number was statistically significantly lower and the bead count was significantly higher than for the other methods.

Interpretation — Insertion of beads in the polyethylene improves the precision of femoral head penetration and shell migration measurements. A greater dispersion and number of beads when combining the liner with the shell generated more reliable results in both analyses, by engaging a larger portion of the radiograph.


Increasing the number of markers subsequently increases the strength and reliability of the RSA migration analysis by using a greater proportion of the radiograph to define a particular segment (Ryd et al. 2000, Valstar et al. 2005). Thus, the polyethylene liner and acetabular shell are often assigned as 1 combined segment in RSA since the running assumption is that there is no motion between the 2 components. Alternatively, if beads are inserted into the liner, the liner and shell can be separated into 2 individual segments. Liner beads allow for the liner segment to be uniquely identified and the shell to be uniquely identified from points automatically assigned to the backshell by the software, after the user has defined the general shape of the shell within the program—that employing a markerless shell segment that does not require the inclusion of tantalum beads. Additionally, it is possible to compare the liner and shell segments over time to ultimately determine whether in fact the liner is stable within the shell.

Previous phantom RSA studies have indicated that a combined segment might provide optimal precision (Bragdon et al. 2004, Borlin et al. 2006). 1 phantom RSA study demonstrated that wear measured using shell + liner, liner only, or shell only yielded comparable results, and concluded that there was no significant difference in wear measurements between the 3 different methods. However, the shell + liner method used the greatest amount of information in the radiograph, and therefore it was the preferred method (Bragdon et al. 2007). Highly pre-
cise and accurate results are essential for these early long-term predictions, but the specialized radiology suite and trained staff that accompany an RSA study are costly (McCallen et al. 2005). In order to minimize costs and the number of patients exposed to new implant technologies before the materials have been vetted with an RSA trial, high levels of precision and accuracy must be obtained (Karrholm et al. 1997, Malchau et al. 2011). The purpose of this in vivo follow-up study was to determine if assigning the shell and liner as 1 combined or 2 individual segments affected the precision of RSA measurements of femoral head penetration into the polyethylene liner and acetabular cup stability in the pelvis.

**Patients and methods**

47 THR RSA patients (51 hips) from 1 center gave informed consent to participate in a prospective Institutional Review Board approved RSA study. This patient cohort was originally enrolled for the purposes of prospectively monitoring in vivo performance of the new technologies of the Regenerex acetabular shell (Biomet, Warsaw, IN) and the Vitamin E polyethylene liners, which will be reported separately. This cohort consisted of 15 females and 32 males, all of whom had a primary diagnosis of osteoarthritis. The average age at the time of surgery was 59 (26–75) years. The surgeries were performed by 4 arthroplasty surgeons between November 2007 and February 2011. Patients received a Regenerex acetabular cup, an E1 polyethylene liner, a 32-mm cobalt-chromium femoral head, and a Taperloc press-fit femoral stem (all components were from Biomet). Our laboratory previously analyzed the different RSA measurement methods in a phantom model, but this patient cohort presented the opportunity to explore the precision of different RSA measurement methods in vivo by separating the shell and liner segment, as beads were placed in the liners to monitor these implants (Bragdon et al. 2004).

Either 12 or 14 tantalum beads (depending on the size of the acetabular shell) were inserted into the polyethylene liner, and 10 beads on average were inserted into the pelvic bone surrounding the shell. A trained surgical assistant inserted all tantalum beads into the liner in the operating room using a customized jig. Patients returned for RSA follow-up postoperatively up to 6 weeks (average 15 (0–43) days after surgery), at 6 months, and 1, 2, 3, and 5 years after surgery. A uniplanar calibration cage (cage 43) was positioned beneath the patient in supine position such that the long axis of the femur was parallel to the y-axis and the femoral stem, acetabular cup, and pelvic beads were within the reference points on the cage. 2 digital radiographs were taken simultaneously with 2 ceiling-mounted X-ray tubes at convergent 40-degree angles and the cage was used as a reference for all subsequent digital image comparisons. As a result, a 3D reconstruction of the segments, defined by the tantalum beads in each anatomical area, was created.

There are several ways to measure an RSA film pair, depending on where beads have been implanted. In this study, we investigated each measurement method (Figure 1). There were 5 component and anatomic segments defined for this study: (1) The head was measured by assigning a sphere using automated edge detection in order to determine its center. (2) Up to 9 beads were labeled in the polyethylene liner to define the liner segment, and no film pairs had less than 4 beads visible in both foci. The UmRSA software allows a maximum of 9 beads per segment; for example, the polyethylene segment was segment 23 and the beads labeled1 through 9 (beads 231 to 239). When more than 9 beads were visible in the liner, those remaining were assigned to an unused segment 24. The beads assigned to segment 23 were optimized for their visualization in both foci and those relegated to segment 24 were left over because they were not visualized in both foci. (3) For the shell-only method, 5 points were assigned by the program to the acetabular backshell using edge detection: one at the anterior point, one posterior point, and the center of the sphere (Borlin et al. 2006). (4) The shell + liner segment was defined by up to 6 beads labeled in the polyethylene liner and 3 points were assigned to the shell using edge detection because only 9 points can define any one segment. (5) The pelvic segment was defined by up to 9 beads labeled in the pelvic bone and labeled as segment 11 (beads 111 to 119) (Figure 2).

RSA radiographs were analyzed with UmRSA 6.0 software (RSA Biomedical, Umeå, Sweden). Both point motion and segment motion were investigated. Point motion measured the change in a single point with respect to a defined segment. Segment motion measured the change in 1 segment relative to a reference segment that was assumed to be stable. Polyethylene wear was measured using point motion of the center of the femoral head with respect to 3 segments: (1) the liner-only segment, (2) the shell-only segment, and (3) the shell +
liner segment. Cup stability was measured by segment motion comparing the stable pelvic segment to (1) the liner segment, (2) the shell-only segment, and (3) the shell + liner segment. Rotation of the acetabular shell using the shell-only method was not reported because the 3D rotational motion of the shell alone cannot be measured due to the 2D technique of edge detection. Liner stability within the shell was reported in 2 ways: (1) the liner segment compared to the shell-only segment, and (2) the liner compared to the pelvis segment.

2 sets of RSA images (double examinations) were captured at least once for each patient at the same visit, to establish the precision of each measurement method. The precision was defined by multiplying the standard deviation by the appropriate critical value (t), based on a t distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of observations, n, minus 1. The precision interval was defined by the mean (with SD) multiplied by the critical value. Each RSA measurement method had a slightly varied number of observations, due to error limits set for the analyses such as mean errors or condition numbers that were too high, or there were not enough beads to define a particular segment. Thus, the critical value used to calculate precision was not consistent for all methods.

A patient had several double examinations, the set of double examinations used for that patient was determined by the best positioning of the acetabular shell and pelvis beads within the calibration cage. If one set of double examinations was not obviously superior to another, the determination was then based on the greatest bead count in each analysis, in order to use as much information defining each segment as possible, then by the lowest condition number, and then by lowest mean error. The condition number determined the quality of dispersion of the tantalum markers within each segment. The mean error represents the stability of the tantalum beads from one time point to the next, and was calculated with an algorithm that determined the difference in the respective distances of the beads over time. Thus, for both the mean error and the condition number, low numbers were most desirable. The same double examination set was used for all analysis methods for each patient. This study adhered to the guidelines for mean error and condition number tolerances for RSA studies, which were 0.25 and 110, respectively (Valstar et al. 2005).

Statistics

The Wilcoxon paired signed ranks test (SPSS version 17.0) was used to determine differences in the condition numbers and bead counts among the 3 measurement methods for polyethylene wear and between the 2 methods for acetabular cup stability. Significance was set at p ≤ 0.05.

Ethics and registration

The enrollment of these patients for the purpose of monitoring wear and cup and stem stability using RSA was approved by the Institutional Review Board. This study has also been registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (registration number: NCT00551967).

Results

Usable double examinations were obtained for 50 of the 51 hips. The precision of the head penetration measurements was 0.086 mm for the liner-only method, 0.257 mm for the shell-only method, and 0.115 mm for the shell + liner method in the y-axis. In all 3 axes, the shell-only method was the least precise for measurement of femoral head penetration, and in the x- and z-axes, the shell + liner method showed superior precision (Table 1, see Supplementary data). The median bead count for the liner-only segment was 5 and the median condition number was 52; for the shell-only segment, the values were 5 and 25, respectively, and for the shell + liner segment they were 8 and 23. The shell + liner analysis had a significantly better median bead count and condition than both the liner-only and shell-only analyses (both p < 0.001).

The precision, median condition number, and median bead count determined that the shell + liner method was the most desirable method for measuring superior cup translation, as the precision for this method along the y-axis was 0.108 mm. For the shell + liner method, the median bead/count was 8 and the median condition number was 24. The liner-only method showed a precision of 0.105 mm, but yielded a poorer median bead count of 5 and a higher median condition number of 52. The shell-only analysis resulted in the worst precision across all 3 axes, with a median point count of 5 and median condition number of 26 (Table 2). For acetabular cup rotation, the shell + liner method showed superior precision over the liner-only method, and in all 3 axes (Table 3, see Supplementary data). Again, the condition number was lower and the bead count was higher in the shell + liner analysis than in the liner-only and the shell-only analyses (p < 0.001 for both comparisons).

Figure 2. A. Image of a total hip replacement with RSA markings. The acetabular shell and femoral head are defined by edge detection (ellipses), the marked tantalum beads in the pelvic bone are numbered 111–118, and the polyethylene liner beads are numbered 231–236 and 241–243. B. AP hip image showing the unmarked tantalum beads in the pelvis and liner.
The true motion of the liner with respect to the shell, and of the liner with respect to the pelvis was measured for the purpose of ensuring that the liners were not moving within the shells. The mean (SD) superior translation (y-axis) of the liner (backside wear), compared to the shell, was −0.039 (0.16) mm, which was within the error of detection for this method as determined by the precision interval, calculated from the double examinations (Table 4). When comparing the shell to the pelvis, the shell translated 0.190 (0.20) mm in the superior direction, which was again within the confines of the error of detection, and thus not considered true motion. Both translation and rotation of the liner with respect to the pelvis were within the precision interval; thus, no true motion was detected (Table 5). We therefore conclude that if the liners were moving, it was at a magnitude that was undetectable. Since all motion was within the precision interval, combining the shell and liner into one segment is justified—as these 2 segments individually do not move with respect to each another.

Table 2. The mean (SD) precision (mm), and precision interval (all calculated from double examinations) in measuring acetabular cup translation in the x-, y-, and z-planes. The precision is defined by the SD × critical value (t) and the precision interval is defined by the mean (SD) × t

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method / Plane</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Precision interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liner (n = 44)</td>
<td>x −0.002 (0.079)</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>−0.163 to 0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell (n = 47)</td>
<td>x −0.011 (0.148)</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>−0.390 to 0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell + liner (n = 45)</td>
<td>x −0.007 (0.091)</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>−0.191 to 0.177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Mean (SD) translation (mm) of the polyethylene liner, derived from 2 measurement methods, and the precision of the measurements as defined by the mean (SD) × t

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segments / Plane</th>
<th>Mean liner motion (SD)</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Precision interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liner to shell (n = 45)</td>
<td>x −0.025 (0.147)</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>−0.221 to 0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell to liner (n = 44)</td>
<td>x −0.010 (0.211)</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>−0.163 to 0.159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Mean (SD) rotation (°) of the polyethylene liner, derived from 2 measurement methods, and the precision of the measurements as defined by the mean (SD) × t

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segments / Plane</th>
<th>Mean liner motion (SD)</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Precision interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liner to shell (n = 45)</td>
<td>x −0.370 (1.607)</td>
<td>1.441</td>
<td>−1.297 to 1.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liner to pelvis (n = 44)</td>
<td>x −0.060 (0.420)</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>−0.813 to 0.838</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

RSA is a reliable tool for assessment of micromotion early in the postoperative period, and the precision of this tool can vary depending on bead placement and the type of analysis performed. Our results indicate that the use of beads in the polyethylene liner led to an improvement in the precision of wear and acetabular cup migration measurements over the shell-only method. Putting beads in the liner permitted up to 9 points to define the cup segment, rather than using the shell or liner alone (with an of average of 5 beads). Due to the software’s algorithm of automated edge detection to define the shell, the program only allows for a maximum of 5 points for this segment, which is a limitation of using the shell-only method in the UmRSA software, since less information from the radiograph is used. Although 12–14 beads were implanted into the liner, ultimately 7 or fewer beads were visible in the radiograph due to obstruction by the femoral head and neck. Since the shell + liner analysis considered points in the liner and shell (not just each segment individually), more of the information in the radiograph was used—which increased the precision of the analysis, as evidenced by improved rotational precision of the cup and the statistically significantly improved condition number and bead counts for this method compared to the other methods (Ryd et al. 2000, Borlin et al. 2006). Thus, adding beads to the liner increased the precision and gave more reliable RSA results.

The precision, low condition numbers, and higher bead counts of the shell + liner technique confirmed that this method used a greater dispersion of measurement points and more information from the radiograph than the liner-only and shell-only methods. Traditionally, RSA migration comparisons are selected based first upon the highest bead count followed by the lowest condition number, and then by the lowest mean error of any given comparison (Valstar et al. 2005). These criteria define which migration comparisons are the most reliable. Because the shell + liner technique showed improved precision and consistently used more measurement points with a greater dispersion within the joint (a lower condition number, and more information from the radiograph) than all other methods, we recommend this technique for RSA assessments.
number), it was the most desirable method for measurement of polyethylene wear (Söderkvist and Wedin 1993).

The precision of the liner-only and the shell + liner methods was similar in cup translation analyses, and it was better than that for the shell-only method, indicating that the addition of beads to the liner improved the ability to define the acetabular cup segment. Additionally, incorporation of the shell points into the measurement of the acetabular cup segment improved the rotational precision and improved both the head count and the condition number when using the shell + liner segment instead of the liner-only segment. Since there was no discernible migration of the polyethylene liner within the shell, we feel confident in combining the shell and liner to form one segment (shell + liner).

While the shell-only method was inherently limited by the software using only 5 points assigned by computer, the edge detection of these shells may have been further disadvantaged by the porous metal surface of the Regenerex shell. The added porosity projected a less well defined edge encompassing the periphery of the shell in the radiographic image. Perhaps the shell-only method would have been more precise if the shells had not been porous-coated. The addition of a second patient group with a different porous coating on the shells could provide more information about the program’s ability to identify the shell segment using edge detection. Even if the precision were to improve in shells with a different coating, the bead count and probably the condition number would still not be as ideal as the shell + liner method. It should be noted that all shells have some type of coating, so perhaps using the shell-only method to define the shell segment in the UmRSA system is not ideal due to the inability of the program to determine the solid edge of the shells. The results of our study call into question the use of model-based RSA systems in conjunction with this particular shell, especially since new porous-coated acetabular component designs are being increasingly used clinically.

Adding beads to the polyethylene and peripheral bone of a patient can be done intraoperatively with approximately 5 minutes of extra time, since all the components necessary for doing so will already be available. RSA studies have been conducted in Europe for several decades, and no negative clinical effects from the tantalum beads have been reported (Karrholm et al. 1997). The beads in the polyethylene liner can be inserted simultaneously by the surgical assistant, which will require extra staff time. Ideally, the beads can be inserted by the manufacturer, which has occurred in the past for study-specific components (Valstar et al. 2005). These extra data points increase the precision and most likely the accuracy of measurement of polyethylene wear and acetabular cup migration since the shell + liner can be combined into one segment, with many more points than the shell or liner segments alone (due to obstruction by the femoral head and neck). Using a combined segment also provides an easy alternative to marking the acetabular cup with tantalum beads, which is time-consuming, expensive, and difficult to achieve because of manufacturers’ preponderant opposition to altering their components (Valstar et al. 1997, Kaptein et al. 2004). The liner beads also allow measurement of cup rotation of the shell + liner segment, which is not possible when using the shell segment alone.

In summary, our study justifies adding beads into the polyethylene liner because doing so increases the precision of wear and migration (translation and rotation) measurements. As the prediction of implant survivorship in the early postoperative period relies heavily on RSA, it is crucial to use the most precise system to monitor these implants (McCalden et al. 2005, Karrholm et al. 2006, Malchau et al. 2011). In order to achieve maximum benefit from studies on small patient cohorts, a very precise and reliable method of migration detection is necessary to ensure full confidence in the results, and the shell + liner method meets that standard.

**Supplementary data**

Tables 1 and 3 are available at Acta’s website (www.actaorthop.org), identification number 7515.
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